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Chapter 431 Patricia Is Disheartened 

“Oh, right, the clothes that Mr. and Mrs. Lusk wore today were all from Paige, and the ones from you…” 

Amily added, “Well, you can go and check the seasonal storage closet” 

As the name implied, the seasonal storage closet stored the clothes the family didn’t want anymore. 

Every so often, there would be someone to choose the fine clothes from the closet to do good and 

donate them. 

Thousands of clothes were in the 650-square-foot closet. They were densely packed and uncountable… 

Patricia couldn’t hold back the astonishment in her heart. When she went to the seasonal storage closet, 

she found that the clothes she had carefully selected and even spent a high price to hire designers to 

design were hanging in a corner… 

Her parents hadn’t even put them on even once! 

Patricia suddenly felt a little disheartened. 

Tonight, Martin’s parents were going to visit them. Her beloved parents wore clothes Paige designed, 

but not the ones she gave them. Patricia wondered if they thought that the things from her were 

unpresentable. 

“Ms. Patricia, have you noticed that your fate and these clothes are much alike? At first, you thought 

that Mr. and Mrs. Lusk would pay more attention to you, but the truth is that you seemed nothing to 

them…” 

Patricia’s eyes dimmed. 

Meanwhile, Amily’s eyes flashed with a touch of calculation. 

Yesterday, she said to Donald and Danica that she would iron the clothes that Patricia gave them. After 

getting their consent, she secretly hung those new clothes in the seasonal storage closet and led Patricia 

to them. She wanted Patricia to misunderstand 

The clothes that Ratricia gave her parents this time were mainly of dark colors. To leave no telltale signs, 

Amily took a few garments of the same colors that Patricia gave to Donald and Danica half a year ago, 

making them look yellow and old before asking Donald and Danica whether to keep those clothes. 

They would not wear such clothes, so they allowed Amily to put those in the closet and donate them 

someday. 

After a ***of hesitation, Patricia went downstairs and saw Danica arranging flowers. Patricia pretended 

nothing had happened and chatted with Danica in a relaxed tone for some time before she asked, “***, 

I took the clothes I didn’t want to the seasonal 

storage closet just now and saw the suits I gave you… Do you and Dad not like them?” 

“Oh, those…” the penny had dropped, and Danica remembered what Amily had said. Danica looked at 

Patricia with a smile. “Those 

clothes are great, but we can’t wear them anymore. Sweetheart, you are a considerate girl, but you 

don’t have to buy expensive suits 

like those for us.” 

Patricia asked, “Why can’t you wear them?” 

“Just 

the colors weren’t right. It doesn’t look good to wear them.” Danica didn’t understand why Patricia 

asked that 

The colors weren’t right…. 

It didn’t look good to wear those suits… 



Patricia pondered and soon understood. 

She assumed the dark colors were too dark to wear on a happy occasion like tonight. 

But her parents could keep the clothes for the future other than putting them in the seasonal storage 

closet. 

Patricia glanced at the beautiful dress on Danica, thinking that such bright red might be much more 

suitable for tonight. 

Patricia finally believed that Amily was not lying and that her parents had failed her. 

Her parents did ask Amily to get rid of her gifts, putting them in the closet! 

When Patricia was in the seasonal storage closet, she saw many of her favorite clothes had been 

abandoned there too, and no one 

ever informed her. 

Amily told her that it was Mr. and Mrs. Lusk’s order. 

Was this family unable to accommodate her and also her clothes? 

Patricia didn’t ask any questions again. After a few more words with Danica, Patricia went upstairs. Her 

back looked somewhat 

lonely. 

Danica returned to her flower arrangement. She felt something was wrong with Patricia today. Was it 

because Patricia saw that she 

was wearing clothes from Paige and that Patricia was disappointed? 

With that in mind, Danica called Amily. “Amily, have you ironed the clothes that Patricia gave us?” 

“Mrs. Lusk, are you talking about the latest batch from Ms. Patricia? It’s quite a lot with fine fabrics. I 

was afraid I would ruin them, so I 

made an appointment with the company where you always iron your clothes. I told them to finish it as 

soon as possible, but they just happened to have other orders to do, so we might have to wait…” 

Danica didn’t expect that coming, so she said, “How about this? Take them to me. Patricia is at home 

during the holidays these days. I 

want to wear the clothes she gave me…” 

“Mrs. Lusk, I have sent them to that company already. Do you want me to get them back? I believe that 

Mr. and Mrs. Stowe will visit 

you here often, so I think it is better to iron the clothes. If you want them back, I will get them now. 

Ouch!” With that, Amily pretended 

to scream in pain. 

“Amily, what’s wrong?” Danica asked worriedly. 

Amily smiled, “Nothing. I accidentally fell today…” 

“What? When did you fall, and where? Are you alright? Did you see a doctor?” Danica didn’t suspect 

Amily. Instead, she asked 

Chapter 432 Overhear It 

“How can a marriage proposal be so shabby? Yet, I really like Paige,” Caroline hedged and then added, 

“Not only me, but even Wilfred likes her very much.” 

*Caroline is right. Not only the two of us, but the elders in the family also like Paige very much. She is 

smart, beautiful, low-key, and rather competent. She is a painter, calligrapher, pianist, and brand 

founder… Her identities are really uncountable, hahaha…” Wilfred laughed. 

Caroline said, “And I heard that she is the top scorer in this SAT! Danica, I really envy you and Donald. 

How can you have such an excellent daughter?” 



Donald and Danica were stunned. A painter and a calligrapher? When did this happen? Why didn’t they 

know? 

“You’re saying Paige is a painter?” Donald couldn’t help but ask. 

“A calligrapher?” Danica was also a little surprised. 

After the two of them asked, they looked at Paige, who was walking down the stairs in unison. They 

were really dumbstruck. 

Since when did their daughter have two more identities? 

Paige did not expect that two of her identities would be revealed after she took a shower. Nor did she 

expect that Wilfred and Caroline would come over in advance. She greeted everyone present politely. 

“Paige, there you are.” Caroline saw that Paige was dressed in casual clothes. She found that Paige really 

looked good no matter what 

she wore. Her eyes were full of appreciation and delight. She found Paige so lovely. 

“Come and sit here.” Caroline could not help but go forward and kindly pulled Paige to sit beside her. 

After greeting Paige with a smile, Wilfred asked Donald, “What? Don’t you know that? Paige is Penrose 

Ezequiel…” 

Penrose was such a great painter that everyone knew her in the painting circle. 

With exquisite painting skills, smooth lines, and a bold style, she brought the art of painting to a higher 

level on her own. 

Every piece of her work was lively with profound conception as well as the unity of form and spirit. 

She was an established and respected painting master. 

“Don’t you have her paintings in your place?” Wilfred smiled and looked at the painting on the wall. It 

was another good painting. 

It was bought by Donald from an auction a year ago. At that time, he only felt that this painting was too 

beautiful. He spent 16 million 

dollars on it and hung it on the wall in the living room. 

Yet, he did not know that this painting was drawn by his daughter… 

His daughter had been back to this family for a long time, but she never said that the painting on the 

wall was her work… 

So, this child was really low-key! 

In fact, it was not that Paige was not low-key. Instead, she asked for too high a price when she had the 

painting auctioned off since 

she didn’t recognize Donald at that time. 

Later, when she saw this painting, she felt a bit guilty. 

Suddenly, Donald thought of another matter. On the first day Paige had just returned home, her gaze 

had once settled on the painting 

Five Intoxicated Kings for a ***. 

It was an outstanding work drawn a few hundred years ago. Back then, Paige suggested that he hang it 

in the tearoom 

Now that he thought about it, he found it indeed a bit abrupt and out of line to hang the antique 

painting among the modern paintings in the living room. 

Paige suggested that he hang it in the tearoom. This way, it would match with the other works in the 

tearoom indeed. 

At that time, Paige should have recognized that the painting was genuine. She really had good eyesight. 

*Paige is still the calligrapher Perl Ezequiel…” Caroline talked about how she knew Paige. She got 



merrier as she talked. 

Donald and Danica did not expect that their daughter would have so many identities secretly. Nor did 

they expect that Paige would 

not only save her future mother-in-law’s life but also win the favor of her future parents-in-law. 

The world was full of wonderful coincidences. 

At this time, Patricia, who had just come home after meeting her friends, was shocked to overhear 

Paige’s new identities and the 

others’ praise. Her face was full of astonishment. 

She never thought that the calligrapher Perl Ezequiel, whom she had liked for more than two years, was 

actually Paige herself! 

Besides, nor did she expect that all the paintings that she couldn’t buy with great effort would be 

actually drawn by Paige…. 

Paige turned out to be Penrose Ezequiel…! 

Paige was not only a great painter but also a famous calligrapher! 

Why did Paige have so many identities? 

After all, she was neglected by the Tate family and grew up being cold-shouldered since she was young… 

However, any identity of Paige’s would be good enough to beat Patricia. 

Patricia stood at the door for a long time with mixed feelings. Suddenly, Bonnie, who was delivering 

desserts, walked past her and 

called her, “Ms. Patricia?” 

Patricia came back to her senses and walked into the living room under Bonnie’s astonishment. She 

raised the standard smile of a 

rich young lady who had been cultivated over the years and politely greeted everyone present. 

Chapter 433 Promise 

He looked at Paige and said, “It’s over.” 

“Yes.” Paige did not blame him. Martin was busy, and it was good to be busy. 

“It’s fine. You don’t need to hurry. It’s not like you are going to work…” Donald smiled and looked at 

Martin. The more he looked at 

Martin, the more satisfied he became. 

“****, you can sit with Dad.” Martin walked up to Caroline. 

“Women sit with women.” Caroline held Paige’s hand tightly as if she did not want to give up her seat. 

Martin looked at their hands. “Paige won’t be used to it when you’re so close to her.” 

“Nonsense! We’ve been shopping hand in hand lately…” 

Martin was speechless. 

“It’s fine. The sofa is big. You can sit here,” Paige said finally. 

Martin revealed a faint smile as if he was saying, “My fiancée loves me more.” 

When Paige saw the smile hidden in his eyes, she could not help but laugh. 

Martin sat on the right side of Paige, and Caroline sat on the left side. Wilfred sat alone on the sofa 

opposite them. For some reason, 

he felt a little lonely. 

Seeing this, Danica smiled widely. She asked Bonnie to serve more snacks and tea. 

“Danica, that’s too much! Why did you prepare so many things…” Caroline looked at the table full of 

fruits, snacks, and tea, not knowing whether to laugh or cry. I’ll definitely gain some weight.” 

“You don’t have to be so polite. We just came to take a look,” Wilfred smiled and explained. “I have 



been abroad for a while and have 

no time to visit…” 

“I have seen your posts on Instagram. You seemed to have gone to many beautiful places. Where do you 

plan to go next?” Danica asked a question that Martin wanted to know the most. 

Martin’s gaze fell on his father. He waited for an answer. 

Wilfred smiled and said, “Ever since we found out that Paige was our daughter-in-law, we were 

reluctant to leave. I want to spend more time with Paige, and so does Caroline. The schedule changed 

again and again. In the end, we had no plans to go out for a trip 

at all.” 

Martin was stunned. 

He was shocked. 

He felt it was hard to accept it. 

Martin couldn’t let it happen. 

“We came here this time to tell you that we are very satisfied with Paige. We hope the marriage will be 

held as soon as possible. Of course, the time will depend on Paige,” as Caroline said, she looked at Paige 

with affection. If Paige didn’t want to get engaged and 

wanted to get married after graduation, they would also agree. 

Paige smiled, “It won’t be so fast.” 

“Paige is still young… Danica explained with a smile. Although she also wanted to witness Martin and 

Paige’s marriage, everything 

was still based on Paige’s opinion. 

“No hurry, no hurry. We just want to express our standpoint. We really love Paige.” Caroline looked at 

Paige again. “Take this time la test Martin more, don’t let him be so easy…” 

Martin was silenced. 

It seemed that his parents were never on his side. 

They even dragged Martin down. 

Paige smiled and looked at Martin, “Okay.” 

Martin cried in his heart. 

“I promise that no matter what, everyone in the Stowe family will respect Paige. Caroline and I will treat 

her as our own daughter and dote on her for a lifetime.” Wilfred also showed his sincerity. 

Patricia, who was standing on the second floor, felt it was hard to go downstairs for some reason. 

Patricia did not expect Wilfred and Caroline would be so satisfied with Paige and even love her so much. 

Although Patricia did not want to admit it, she had to say that Paige was really happy. 

Paige had just returned to this home, and she had a pair of parents, who cherished her, and five older 

brothers. 

Everyone from the Stowe family loved Paige. 

Paige was so dazzling that she hurt Patricia’s heart. 

Patricia felt as if she had been abandoned by this world, lonely and helpless. 

Looking at the happy and harmonious two families downstairs, Patricia realized the future she once 

dreamed of was like that. 

Unexpectedly, the female lead had become Paige. 

And Patricia had become a bystander. 

On the other hand. 

Amily, who was lying in the room and resting, heard another servant say that Patricia had been standing 



on the second floor for a long time and had not returned to the room. It seemed that she was crying and 

silently wiping her tears. 

Amily watched Patricia grow up and knew her thoughts. After a while, she asked someone to go over 

and comfort Patricia. 

Chapter 434 Elena Comes Around 

It was heard that Martin bought a villa near the university town. Recently, he often went there. Caroline 

didn’t bother to know why. 

But Caroline didn’t expose it. Instead, she smiled and said to Danica, “Then let’s meet again next time” 

“Okay Go back and rest early. Martin, please take good care of Paige,” Danica smiled from ear to ear. 

“No problem.” 

It was on holiday, but Paige had different identities. Maybe she had other things to do in school. Danica 

did not ask about her daughter’s schedule Instead, Danica looked lovingly at their backs as they got into 

the car. 

“Danica, I think Wilfred and Caroline really treat Paige as their own daughter…” Donald looked at the 

direction they left in and felt that his daughter would live a good life if she mamed into the Stowe 

family. 

However, Donald suddenly sighed, “Why does it feel a bit like a daughter coming to her parents’ family 

as a guest at this moment, and then going back with her husband? Do you feel it?” 

“When a daughter grows up, she has to marry someone… Danica was reluctant, but it was useless to 

think too much now. She said, “Let’s go in.” 

In the next few days, when Caroline found interesting stories and videos on the Internet, she would 

share them with Paige and then laugh with her. 

After the holiday, Caroline often made delicious food and personally sent it to Paige’s school. She even 

held Paige’s hand and strolled around the campus together. 

Caroline would talk to Paige about anything, including the evening gown, the color of her nails, the 

hairstyle, and other things she had 

to wear. She asked Paige’s opinion. Sometimes, Caroline would even ask Paige to go shopping with her, 

taking Paige as her best 

friend 

Paige often received Caroline’s transfer messages. Caroline would always give Paige 160 thousand 

dollars. If Paige didn’t accept it, 

Caroline could pester her for half a day until she accepted it. 

Every time Paige accepted the money, Caroline was especially happy and felt that Paige treated her as a 

family member. 

If Paige didn’t accept the money, Caroline would think that Paige estranged her. 

Time passed quickly and it was autumn in the blink of an eye. 

The school was full of students wearing overcoats. 

One day, Paige was doing experiments in the school laboratory when she suddenly received a call from 

Danica. 

“Paige, your grandmother finally came around! I will go to school to pick you up. Let’s go to the hospital 

to see her.” 

“Okay” 

Paige had heard from her mother that her grandparents liked sports very much. One time, when they 

went climbing the mountain, her grandmother failed to step on it and fell down more than ten steps. At 



that time, in order to catch her grandmother, it could be said 

that her grandfather risked his life to save her grandmother. 

When they were sent to the hospital, they were already in a deep coma. 

At that time, CT showed an intracranial fracture, brain contusion, and many fractures in the whole body. 

Her grandfather’s situation was more serious because there was still a pool of liquid on the left side of 

his chest, and the intracranial hemorrhage was accumulating blood. Both of them had the risk of high 

disability and high death. 

After a series of rescue efforts, they were still not out of danger and were living in ICU. 

Last time, Paige followed her parents to the hospital to visit. After quietly checking the situation of the 

two elders, Paige knew that. 

Because Paige’s grandparents were old, the doctors chose to keep the treatment. In addition, they 

would not dare to take the 

medicine rashly, so they missed the best treatment period. 

At that time, after checking the situation, Paige found that their bodies were weak. The intracranial 

hemorrhage caused great damage 

to the central nervous system. In addition to respiratory infection, anemia, electrolytic metabolism 

disorder, and so on, they needed multiple medicines. 

A simple transfusion could not cure them at all. 

Due to Patricia’s presence, Paige did not tell her family that she was a Skylar Benson at that time. 

Instead, she said that she knew a 

famous doctor and that the doctor had medicine and could treat the ill. 

At that time, Donald and Danica were overjoyed when they heard this and hurriedly asked Paige to 

contact the doctor to come, so 

Paige began to take the treatment. 

But later…. 

One of the medicinal materials that her grandpa and grandma needed was Soothing Herb, which was 

extremely beneficial to the 

treatment of brain damage. 

Soothing Herbs were very rare, and it took several days to refine them. At that time, Anna finally helped 

her get a Soothing Pill in South Africa, but in the end, it rolled to the sole Jack by accident and was 

flattened. 

If her grandparents had taken Soothing Herb, they would have been able to come around within a 

month, and it would not have been 

delayed until now. 

Paige finished the experiment, recorded the data, took her coat, and said goodbye to Cason before 

leaving the laboratory. 

The driver, Ryker, ***the car to the school gate to pick Paige up. 

Seeing Paige, Danica lowered the window and said in a tone that could not hide her excitement, “Paige, 

get in the car.” 

The two elders had been in a coma for several months. Finally, one of them came around. Danica was 

really happy. 

After Paige got in the car, Danica said happily, “Paige, call the doctor. I want to thank her personally.” 

Paige didn’t know what to say. 
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Chapter 435 She Is Nothing in Front of Paige 

Not long ago, Caroline was poisoned by C30. It was said that there was no cure for the poison in the 

world, and it was also Paige who 

saved her 

At that time, Danica did not connect her daughter with Skylar the Divine Doctor. 

Because there were rumors that Skylar was a male. 

“No wonder Caroline said that you were a mysterious treasure! How come you are so genius! There is 

nothing you don’t know in the world!” Danica excitedly cupped Paige’s face and praised, “If your 

grandma and grandpa knew that it was you who saved them, they would definitely be more surprised 

than me and be proud of you!” 

Danica didn’t expect her girl to be so outstanding! 

Let alone the Stowe family, if the Lusk family could have such an outstanding daughter-in-law, they 

would definitely be satisfied and feel lucky! 

Ryker could not help but glance at Paige from the rearview mirror. He remembered that when he went 

to the Tate family for the first time to pick Paige up, Paige re-installed the car door with her bare hands. 

It seemed that Paige really knew everything in all aspects. She was so special and impressive. 

“Oh, by the way. Here is some data.” 

The daily data and summary from the doctors of Jason and Elena’s physical examination would be 

updated in the application on the phone so that Donald and Danica could check them at any time. 

Danica found that they were getting better, but there were many professional terms she did not 

understand, so she showed them to 

Paige. 

Paige looked at it carefully, and then she smiled and said, “Grandpa will come around soon.” 

*Really?” Danica did not expect Paige to read through so many obscure professional terms and data 

reports in less than a minute. 

What was more important, she said that Jason would come around soon! That was so great! 

“Yes, he will come to in a few days.” 

“Great! I’m going to tell your father about it!” Danica smiled radiantly. 

Soon, the car was parked in the private garage of the hospital. 

Daybreak Hospital was a high-class private hospital under the Lusk family. Jason and Elena had been 

staying here for a long time. 

Paige had just gotten out of the car when she saw another car driving over. It was Donald and Patricia. 

When Patricia saw Paige, she greeted her politely and said, “Dad happened to do something near the 

University of Chicago. When he 

heard that Grandma revived, he immediately came over with me.” 

“Honey, you said that Dad would come round very soon. Did the doctor tell you about it? Are you sure?” 

Donald was overwhelmed by 

this good news and was extremely excited. If this was true, then good things came in pair to his family! 

“Before this, I have a secret to tell you!” Danica looked as if she was sharing breaking news as she 

exclaimed, “Actually, Parge is 

Skylar Benson!” 

“What? Skylar Benson?” 

“You didn’t see that coming, right? Paige was the one who gave Dad and ****treatments for the past 

three months! She was the doctor we always talked about Danica reached out to put her hand on 



Paige’s shoulder and praised, “But she kept so low-key. If 1 hadn’t guessed it out…” 

“Paige… Did you treat your grandpa and grandma?” Donald looked at Paige, stunned. He did not expect 

his daughter to be such 

brilliant doctor. 

Paige nodded her head and said, “I did not tell you earlier because I was afraid that you would be 

worried…” 

After all, Paige was just a teenage girl. Everyone would be worried and have doubts if she tried to cure 

Jason and Elena with the 

medical skills she had learned. 

Patricia, who was on the side, had her face pale. She could not believe what she heard at all and 

subconsciously clenched her fists. 

She knew that Paige knew some medical skills, but she didn’t expect her to be Skylar Benson! 

Who was Skylar? Skylar was a figure that everyone in the medical field had heard of! 

Last time, when Paige came to the hospital to visit Elena, Elena’s situation suddenly went into danger. 

When Paige used her special medical tools and saved Elena, Patricia even mocked that Paige was just 

lucky enough to rescue Elena with something she learned 

from a few medical books. 

However, Paige was actually Skylar, the divine doctor! 

How dare an outsider like Patricia look down on Skylar? 

But if Paige was Skylar, why did she get into an ordinary medical college? Was it really like what the 

teacher said, that Paige chose 

that school just for those experimental instruments? 

Paige’s real purpose in going to the University of Illinois at Chicago was not to gain knowledge but to do 

medical experiments. 

She wasn’t being ****at that time when she chose a school worse than the University of Chicago. 

if so… 

Then what Patricia used to mock Paige seemed to have turned into slaps in her own face now! 

Patricia felt so embarrassed! 

Fortunately, when Amily tried to drug Paige before, she stopped Amily in time. Now that she thought 

about it, if Patricia had turned a 

blind eye to it and drugged Paige, Amily and her would have already been kicked out of the Lusk family. 

At that time, Amily also tried to frame Paige and made everyone believe that it was Paige and her friend 

who killed Jason and Elena. Fortunately, Patricia went soft-hearted because she could not bear to hurt 

Jason and Elena. 

Chapter 436 Come Here 

Last time, when Paige used special medical tools to save people, Lydia questioned her medical skills. 

Later, when she saw that Paige successfully saved Elena, Lydia changed her attitude. She admired 

Paige's medical skills very much. 

But when Lydia saw Patricia, she did not appear to be very enthusiastic. 

She only respectfully greeted Patricia, but she did not show admiration and appreciation. 

Patricia was upset again. She felt that Lydia looked down upon her. 



Lydia was sent out by Elena to pick up a person. Just now, Donald told Elena on the phone that there 

was a missing child who returned to the family a few months ago. 

When Elena heard this, she let Lydia come out to pick the child up. 

Now, everyone was present. Lydia smiled and knocked on the door. She raised her voice and said 

happily, ’ Ma'am, your son, daughter-in-law, and two granddaughters have come to visit!' 

"Please come in," a kind voice came from the ward. 

After Lydia pushed open the door, she made her way. 

The old woman sitting on the bed was dignified and elegant. She looked radiant and energetic. 

"Mom, you finally came around." 

Donald and Danica could not suppress the excitement in their hearts. They rushed forward and held 

Elena, crying with joy. 

"Why are you crying?" Elena Stones laughed. Her eyes were written with motherly love and tenderness. 

"Mom, you and Dad have been in a coma for a long time. You scared us." Danica was tearful. "You don't 

know how much we hoped that you would come round. We have been waiting for this day for a long 

time.’ 

hoarse voice, 'Mom, you and Dad 

at the two people in front of her lovingly. “It's been hard these days. I know you worry about 

and Elena immediately looked at her son, "Donald, why are you still standing there? Your wife is crying. 

Hurry up and 

and hurriedly brought a bag 

getting more and more beautiful. How are you? During that time, 

this, she couldn't help but laugh through her tears, "Elena, 

Mom, I love her too much. How 

She could not help but laugh and asked, "Where is the 

then remembered the business and hurriedly waved to Paige, 

on the side had clear and bright eyes. She looked elegant 

greeted Elena in a soft and pleasant 

outstanding girl. She was 

illuminating and tender. "Are you Paige? 

patted the position 

walked over 



backs for a 

warm and soft hand, feeling 

even had people investigate in secret for a period of time. She immediately 

'Grandma, you don't have to blame 

Elena was pleased. 'Silly child, 

better than that of the Lusk 

a lot when she was sent to the 

lot of like-minded people and have done a lot of things I want 

much better than being a 

I not 

at Paige's picturesque features, Elena suddenly felt that Paige was different from what 

Paige was a timid person. She would feel uncomfortable after stepping into the ward and show a timid 

appearance. Her voice 

Chapter 437 Thank Them in Person 

But... 

The next second... 

Paige's hand stopped in midair. 

Danica sensed that something went wrong. She couldn't help but ask, "Paige, what's wrong?" 

"There is a problem with the water." 

As soon as these words came out, everyone present was stunned. Was there a problem with the water? 

What was the problem? 

"It's poisoned." 

Paige's words shocked everyone. Even Elena had a look of disbelief on her face. 

This is the private hospital of the Lusk family! 

All the medical personnel on this floor only serve the Lusk family! 

In this case, strangers couldn't come in! Why was it poisoned? 

Paige also realized this fact. She asked Danica, "Has anyone else come recently?" 

"No, only us, doctors, nurses, and two caretakers..." 

Elena and Jason were in the same ward, so the two caretakers took care of them. There were no other 

outsiders. 



Paige's eyes fell on everyone present. Patricia noticed her eyes and suddenly felt a little nervous. 

Would Paige take this opportunity to slander Patricia? 

Paige looking 

looked 

Fortunately, Paige 

this morning. There can't be a problem..." The one who spoke was Lydia. She had been taking good care 

of Elena for several months and had already regarded Elena as 

change?" Paige's voice was gentle. It seemed that she did 

went to change the water. Until you came, 

for 

Mrs. Lusk. Matilda Bradshaw and I went out to fetch water. Mr. Lusk's water was changed 

opened Jason's kettle again. There was no poison in it. Could it be that the person who poisoned the 

who knew that Grandpa and Grandma would 

Ms. Paige's family, there should be no one else who 

did not 

to keep a low profile as much as possible. However, Paige could capture a 

it poisoned 

so shocked by Paige's words that she immediately stood 

that Paige suspected her colleague, Lydia also stepped forward to explain, "It should not be Matilda. 

Usually, it is she who is doing her best to 

be sleepy all day and have no appetite. He will be weak and afraid of the cold. In less than a week, he 

will die of 

I gave grandfather contains poison. It can be easily purified. You are very smart. You did not go outside 

to buy it. Instead, you chose to make use of 

talking 

to Grandma, so I don't suspect her. As for you, what is your 

it really you?" Danica asked in disbelief, "Why did 

mother doesn't give you any trouble. Why do you want to harm her?" Donald 

Matilda's face became more and more uneasy, and 

consequences of murdering the Lusk family 



was sitting on the bed, saw that Matilda's face was uneasy and realized 

was confused. "I have no animosity against you. 

who had been all-powerful for decades, Elena could still be so calm in the 

showed respect for 

Matilda and said angrily, "Are you going to confess 

Chapter 438 Much Inferior 

"Mom, actually, the person who saved you and Dad was Paige." 

Danica's words shocked Elena. She wondered, could it be that this teenage girl in front of me knows 

medicine? 

"At that time, you and Dad fell off the stairs. When you were sent to the hospital, you were in a deep 

coma. CT showed an intracranial fracture, brain contusion, and many fractures throughout your body. 

Dad's condition was worse than yours." 

Danica recalled, "In that month or so, the entire ICU team overcame many difficulties including breath 

failure, shock, and respiratory infection. Every day was faced with new challenges, but you and Dad 

didn't come to. Until three months ago, Paige came to visit you." 

Danica then looked at Paige again and said gently, "After Paige checked your conditions, she 

immediately knew the problem and provided several treatments. Some medicines are particularly rare, 

and she managed to get them. It can be said that you came round due to her efforts." 

Donald on the side timely added, "Mom, you don't know how excellent Paige's medical skills are. Except 

for you, she also cured Mr. and Mrs. Stowe.’ 

Elena was even more surprised. ’Killian's heart has been operated on several times. It can be said that 

there is no place in his heart that is intact. 

I remember that at that time, even the famous doctor Todd failed... And isn't Rosa in a vegetative state? 

Has she also been cured?" 

"This is the power of Paige. She is the legendary doctor, Skylar, who can revive people from the dead!" 

"She is Skylar?" 

This time, Elena was even more surprised. She did not expect that the sage of medicine, Skylar, who 

could cure all kinds of illnesses, was actually her granddaughter... 

"You don't know how smart Paige is. Not only does she know medicine, but she can also manage the 

company at such a young age. She is not inferior to you when you were young!" Donald laughed and 

continued, "At that time, she was on her summer vacation. I was afraid that she would be bored, so I 

gave the clothing company to her to play with. I didn't expect her to play well." 

that clothing company that was lingering 

company was about to go bankrupt. I didn't expect Paige could bring it back to life. She 



"Paige also established a clothing group herself. You must 

knew it. Before the accident, she often bought PQ 

every item of PQ Fashion was designed by Paine," 

famous piano master Vallorie, and 

teenager to have so many identities. It was noted that any one of them could be considered one of the 

best in the industry. How did 

too embarrassed while 

in front of her and repeatedly 

full scores on the SAT this time. Now she is at the University of Illinois at Chicago, and there are several 

powerful old men who are rushing to 

appreciation. At such a young age, she was so 

the side, was a little ashamed and 

Paige could 

front of everyone and 

"What about Patricia? Which university 

remembered that Patricia was still in high school. She did not expect Patricia to have been in college in 

the University of 

not a problem to go to the University 

managed to get enrolled at the University of Chicago with her own 

The University of Chicago is the best university in the country... You have been studying well since you 

were 

Danica and said, "Then about the 

love with Paige at first sight, and the Stowe family also likes Paige very much... Patricia 

was quite 

Chapter 439 A Grander Wedding 

After all, Elena had pampered Patricia for eighteen years but just met her biological granddaughter 

Paige once. Therefore, Elena gave Patricia much more love than Paige. 

When hearing that Patricia was not her biological granddaughter and lost an outstanding fiance because 

of this, Elena could understand Patricia's situation and feelings. She then patted the back of Patricia's 

hand to show comfort. 

"Maybe it is your destiny. Let me ask you; are you and your boyfriend really in love?" 



Patricia forced herself to nod. 

"Then bring him to see me another day." Elena looked at her lovingly. "You grew up being pampered 

and couldn't suffer in someone else's place. I want to see what kind of person he is and ensure that he 

will be good to you. I hope that you will be happy for the rest of your life... I promise we will give you a 

grand wedding." 

Patricia suddenly wanted to cry. "Thank you, Grandma." 

Sure enough, only Jason and Elena loved her the most, unlike her parents and brothers, who only cared 

about Paige. 

Elena held Paige's hand again. "In the future, you will marry into the Stowe family, so you will have a 

grander wedding than Patricia." 

Patricia was stunned to hear this. 

In Elena's mind, many people would watch the wedding of Paige and Martin. If Paige's ceremony was 

the same as Patricia's, others would gossip and think that the Lusk family did not value this biological 

granddaughter. 

Even if the Stowe family did not have any objections, their relatives would definitely think that the 

family Patricia married into was not as good as the Stowe family but had the same wedding as Paige, 

which would be considered disrespectful to the Stowe family. 

Moreover, in the past eighteen years, Elena had owed Paige too much, so if her wedding was the same 

as Patricia's, it would be unfair to her. 

When Patricia heard that, she didn't feel touched anymore. A trace of frustration flashed across her 

eyes, but she did not dare to show her feelings. 

Since Paige came back, everything that belonged to her had been completely gone. 

her as much 

lightly, "I don't care about the wedding, as long as he is 

a special child..." Elena looked at her with appreciation, "I just don't know 

in a day 

sure?" 

about her medical skills. If the pill hadn't rolled under Jack's shoes, Jason 

took her a lot of time 

Since she said so, just believe her," Danica said 

is your grandfather in a serious condition? Can he walk after waking 

can't walk for the time being, but you can go out in a wheelchair to get some fresh air," Paige 

was a little disappointed, but she 



after you came round. I will take the medicine home. It 

Elena smiled with a kind face as if 

moment, someone 

and 

you came around, so I rushed over to take a look. I didn't expect it to be true!" Allison rushed over and 

held Elena, crying so hard that everyone around was touched. "We're 

that the number of your visits is less than half that of Donald and Danica's!" Elena pretended 

present. She was very smart and began to praise Paige in front of the others, "This child 

and I like her 

you're the same, right?" Kailyn took the 

outstanding person. Everyone 

thought you would hold a grudge against 

has nothing to do with 

hope you and your boyfriend have sweet love and get married 

beat Kailyn 

"Thank you for that." 

Chapter 440 Kailyn's Tricks 

Kailyn pushed Patricia with her arm. Then she turned around and said, "Donald, Danica, what fruit do 

you want to eat? I’ll wash them all up." 

Patricia accidentally cut her finger and bled a little because of Kailyn's push. 

Kailyn pretended to turn back and say, "Patricia? What happened to you? Did you cut your finger? Why 

are you so careless? Mom, get the nurse to come over and take a look. It's not a small matter. It would 

be bad if Patricia's wound got infected." 

Patricia didn't know what to say and was about to get angry. 

"Patricia, are you in pain? Bear with it for a moment, the nurse will be here soon!" Kailyn snatched the 

fruit and peeling knife from Patricia's hand and pretended to say urgently, “Hurry up and bandage your 

wound. I'll do the rest, but I don't know how to make a fruit platter... You can only make it for Grandma 

when you're better." 

"Did Patricia hurt her finger?" When Elena said this, she saw the nurse come in and immediately said, 

"Take Patricia to see the wound." 

"Yes, Mrs. Lusk." The nurse was very polite and quickly took Patricia out of the room. 



"Patricia didn't know how to make a fruit platter before. Let alone peeling fruits, she didn't even know if 

the fruit was cut horizontally or vertically..." Kailyn sighed as she washed the fruit. "Unlike me, I have 

been enslaved by my mother since I was a child..." 

"What do you mean by 'enslave'? I am training you!" Allison pretended to be angry and corrected Kailyn. 

"Forget it. You just don't love your child, unlike Donald and Danica..." 

When Allison heard this, she turned to complain to Elena. "Mom, look at your good granddaughter..." 

Elena was lost in thought. 

Just now, Kailyn said that Patricia didn't even know how to peel before, but now she knows how to 

make a fruit platter. Did Patricia deliberately learn it to curry favor with their family? 

If this was the case, this child's situation was a bit pitiful. 

again. This time, you have to take care of it." Kailyn saw that Elena 

all this and felt that Patricia was too stupid. Not only did Patricia not protect herself, 

to do with Paige. She just watched with 

mirror. Seeing that Paige was not affected by the topic just now, Kailyn felt 

and Danica loved Patricia and wanted to make 

not 

fruit and carefully left a small part of the fruit on a 

up and told everyone, "This plate is for Patricia. None of you are allowed to eat 

you were young, 

Elena, she first poked a slice of apple and handed it to Elena. "I know you like to eat apples. Try it first. 

See if the fruit I cut is 

help but laugh at Kailyn. 

smiled and tried to please Elena. After a while, Kailyn brought the 

she gave it to Paige first." 

so outstanding. Who will not like her?" Kailyn smiled 

not want to accept it. She 

fruit I 

at Paige as if they did not understand 

secretions of insulin, neuropeptide, and cholecystokinin. The cellulose in the fruit will absorb 

electrolytes, microelements, and organic acid. The banana on the plate also contains a certain amount 



of tannic acid, which will combine with microelements, such as iron and calcium, thus forming an even 

more difficult insoluble substance, 

Everyone was stunned... 

understood what Paige 

simply, Paige had eaten something before she came here. Eating fruit 

one knew what Paige meant at all. 

don't eat it. 

indifferent eyes, Kailyn felt that Paige was playing with her, but Kailyn couldn't bring 

the fruit to other people to 

time. "Why hasn't 

about Patricia," Elena said 


